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Theory is needed in the study of road 

user behaviour

�Lack of theory prevents research from becoming cumulative

�A number of driver behaviour models have been developed

� Recent examples include models developed by Fuller and Vaa

� These models are very abstract and general

� It is not always clear how one can derive testable predictions from 

the models

�Theory that makes specific predictions about behaviour that 

can be tested empirically is needed

�Game theory makes specific predictions about behaviour in 

specific situations and is thus empirically testable

�A review of some models follows
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A classic game – Chicken – involves 

driver behaviour
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  Driver A 

  Go straight Swerve 

  1 2 

 Go straight   

Driver B  1 4 

  4 3 

 Swerve   

  2 3 
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Basics of games in normal form

�There are at least two players

�Each player has a choice between at least two options

�The outcomes of the choices are displayed in a table

�One player chooses between columns of the table (right 

or left)

�The other player chooses between rows of the table (top 

or bottom)

�The outcome for the column player is show in the upper 

right corner of each cell of the table

�The outcome for the row player is shown in the bottom left 

corner of each cell of the table
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Basics of games, continued

�Each player is assumed to act rationally, i. e. choose the 

option that gives the best possible outcome, given the 

choice made by the other player

�Players often have partly conflicting interests with respect 

to which outcome is the best

�The solution to a game is called an equilibrium – this is 

the combination of choices which satisfies the condition 

that no player can get a better outcome by unilaterally 

changing his or her choice (Nash-equilibrium)

�A game can have more than one solution, or no solution 

in pure strategies
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Basics of games, continued

�A pure strategy = always choosing a certain option when 

it is available

�A mixed strategy = choosing between a pair of strategies 

with certain probabilities

�The value of an outcome is usually indicated by its 

preference ranking – higher numbers indicate more 

preferred outcomes

�4 is more preferred than 3, which is more preferred than 

2, and so on

�Sometimes more specific values are used to denote the 

outcomes
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The Chicken game revisited

�The game involves two cars racing towards each other at 

high speed

� If they continue, they will crash

� If you swerve, you lose the game – you are branded a 

chicken

�Rumour has it, that the legendary actor James Dean died 

while playing a chicken game on state route 55 in 

California in September 1955

�Ordinal preference values for outcomes indicate two 

solutions: either that car A swerves or that car B swerves

�There is no dominant strategy
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Applications of game theory to road 

user behaviour

�Speed choice as a co-ordination game

�Speed compliance as a game between drivers and the 

police

�Yielding behaviour when cyclists cross the road at marked 

pedestrian crossings

�Choice between full beam and dipped headlights when 

driving at night

�Choice between evasive manoeuvres when cars are on 

collision course
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Speed choice as a co-ordination game
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  The fast movers 

  80 km/h 100 km/h 

  3 2 

 80 km/h   

The slow movers  4 2 

  1 4 

 100 km/h   

  1 3 
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The speed choice game

�Preferences regarding driving speed vary substantially 

among drivers

�A group preferring low speed and a group preferring high 

speed can be identified

�Both groups prefer driving at the same speed as the other 

group to driving at a different speed

�The game has two solutions: the high speed solution and 

the low speed solution

�From a societal point of view, it matters a lot which of 

these solutions emerge
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The speed enforcement game
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  The police 

  Enforce Not enforce 

  –10,000 –20,000 

 Speed   

Drivers  –300 50 

  –10,000 0 

 Not speed   

  –50 –50 
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Solution to the enforcement game

� If drivers speed (upper left cell), the police will prefer to 

enforce

� If the police enforce, drivers will prefer not to speed (lower 

left cell)

� If drivers do not speed, the police will prefer not to enforce 

(lower right cell)

� If the police do not enforce, drivers will prefer to speed 

(upper right cell)

�And so on, going endlessly in circles 
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Mixed strategies

�Drivers will speed with a certain probability; the probability 

of speeding depends on the probability of enforcement

�The police will enforce with a certain probability; the 

probability of enforcing depends on the probability that 

drivers will speed

�Chief implications:

� A certain percentage of traffic will be speeding

� The police will not enforce at all times and on all roads

�These correspond well to the reality of speed enforcement
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Cyclists crossing the road
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  Driver 

  Stop Go 

  5 2 

 Cycle   

  6 1 

  3 6 

Cyclist Stop   

  3 4 

  4 1 

 Get off and walk   

  5 2 
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Informal rules trump formal rules

�The formal rule states that a cyclist who wants to cross the 

road at a pedestrian crossing should get off the bicycle in 

order to become a pedestrian and obtain the right of way

�This solution has a preference value of 5 (max = 6) for the 

cyclist and 4 (max = 6) for the car driver

� If, however, the cyclist stay mounted and cycles across the 

road, while the car driver gives way, a better outcome is 

obtained for both parties (values of 6 and 5, respectively)

�This informal solution is widely practised and serves the 

interests of both parties by saving time compared to the 

formally prescribed solution
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Use of dipped headlights at night
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  Second car 

  Dipped headlights Full beam 

  3 4 

 Dipped headlights   

First car  3 1 

  1 2 

 Full beam   

  4 2 
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A case of co-operation

� In driver training, drivers are taught to keep the full beam 

headlight on as long as possible

�After becoming licensed, drivers soon discover that full 

beam headlights are dipped well ahead of the point when 

glare becomes noticeable

�This can be modelled as a repeated Prisoners’ dilemma 

game

�The co-operative solution emerges because behaviour is 

mutually observable, un-cooperative behaviour can be 

sanctioned and the number of encounters is essentially 

unlimited (cars approach each other second-by-second)
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Cars on collision course
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Choice of evasive manoeuvre
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  Miss Petty 

  Accelerate Brake 

  –10 0 

 Accelerate and steer left   

  –10 0 

  0 –6 

Mister McKay Steer right   

  0 –6 

  –5 –5 

 Brake   

  –5 –5 
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Trying to avoid the crash is risky

�Although two of the strategies may prevent the collision, 

these strategies may also result in a more severe crash if 

unsuccessful

�To minimise the losses involved in crashing, the best 

option for both drivers is therefore to brake

�This will not prevent a crash, but will reduce its severity

� In the future, car-to-car communication may become 

useful in the situation modelled in this game
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Discussion and conclusions

�Game-theoretic models can be useful in the study of road 

user behaviour, because:

� They deal with the interaction between road users and can be used 

to clarify whether road users have common or conflicting interests

� They make explicit the choices facing road users

� They make specific predictions about road user behaviour and are

therefore empirically testable

�Not all types of road user behaviour are equally suitable for 

game-theoretic models:

� Close following (one-sided rather than interaction)

� Overtaking (again mostly a one-sided action)

� Lane changing (could possibly also be modelled as a game)
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